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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

It is very common for students to become disengaged during lectures, especially on college campuses with lectures of over 100 students. Studies have shown that students learn better when engaged and asked to solve problems[1][2]. A real-time classroom feedback system can be expensive and are typically more accessible to some students than others. Students without their own devices, who speak another language, or who are blind, are excluded by these technologies.

1.2 Description

Nimble Know is a simple web application that teachers can use to pose questions which students can then answer using their basic smartphones or tablets. In order to accommodate ESL learners our application includes translation features. Having a user-friendly classroom technology can promote more engagement and collaboration between students and faculty alike in a classroom environment.

1.3 Project Development Approach

The Agile software development methodology was employed for this project. This methodology required our team to set goals that are can be accomplished within two-week long sprints during the development phase. During these sprints, weekly meetings between the team members were held. These 2 meetings allowed every person involved with this project to discuss progression and confirm their level of understanding of individually assigned tasks.
1.4 Division of Work

The NimbleKnow development team consisted of Camille Ottaway, Julianne Sem, Nick Stanton, and Grant Chou. Each team member had a different role within the project. Camille, the project lead, pitched the idea for Nimble Know and created the application and database design. She implemented the file system, teacher and student authentication, the ability to create questions and responses, and the top bar website navigation. Additionally, she wrote the User Documentation (this document) and hosted the website the public can access it. Julianne did the visual design and html bootstrap coding to create the aesthetics of the website. Nick implemented the translation feature and create the home and about pages. Grant implemented the visualization feature, wrote initial unit tests, and helped with the initial question functionality. Team members worked together on ongoing design decisions and planning.

1.5 Features

The primary feature of this product is a website providing an interactive interface where teachers can easily pose questions that students can answer via their own devices.

The secondary features are as follows:

- Ability for teachers to create and log in to accounts
- Dashboard where teachers can view classroom and questions
- Teachers can create multiple choice or long response question
- Ability for students to answer questions
- Visualizations for multiple choice responses
- Integrated text translation

1.6 Similar Technologies

There are other technologies available that allow presenters to ask questions a collect audience responses, but the all have some limitations in design, or a paywall. Poll everywhere is designed for corporate settings and is poll and analysis focused. The aesthetics
are basic, and it is not designed for classroom use[4]. Mentimeter is another tool designed for corporate use. It allows people to create interactive presentations. This technology has a paywall [3] Socrative, which is designed for classrooms, provides easy, user-friendly access for students and teachers, but only allows teachers one question per day with the free version[5].

2

FOR CONSUMERS

2.1 WEBSITE CONSUMERS

Website consumers are teachers and students. This includes university professors and students as well as k-12 teachers and students. Further, NimbleKnow is flexible enough to be used in less traditional settings, including distance learning, community education opportunities such as CPR classes, and enrichment learning. The website is designed to be intuitive and we expect most end consumers will need no additional documentation to use the product. The site top-bar and well-labeled buttons makes it easy to navigate.

2.2 ACCESSING THE WEBSITE

The website can be accessed using the embedded link here: KnimbleKnow. The full url is: http://nimbleknow.herokuapp.com. The site can be accessed through most browsers including Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Chrome.

2.3 FOR TEACHERS

2.3.1 REGISTERING

First time users who wish to pose questions must first first register. The website home page has a large centered button that says ”Teacher Register” or teachers can use the drop down
login menu. Teachers must register with a unique email address and a password, with which they later can use to login.

2.3.2 UNDERSTANDING THE DASHBOARD

The teacher dashboard for logged-in teachers displays a list of the classes they have created. To create a question, teachers must first make a class using a classname and a simple password. When teachers select a class, they can then create new multiple choice or short response questions for that class, or view responses to other questions in that class.

2.3.3 SUPPORTING STUDENTS USE

Teachers should provide students with the url to Nimble Know and the instructions below. Note that students do not have individual accounts, they simply login into the classroom using classroom credentials.

2.4 FOR STUDENTS

2.4.1 ACCESSING CLASSROOM

Follow the steps to access your classroom:

1. Open http://nimbleknow.herokuapp.com in a web browser
2. Select "Student Login"
3. Enter the Class Name your teacher provided
4. Enter the password your teacher provided
5. Click "Log In"

2.4.2 ANSWERING QUESTIONS

1. Select a question
2. Answer the question
3. Click "Submit"
2.4.3 **Translation**

1. Click "Select Language"

2. Select the language you want to translate into in the drop-down menu

---

### For Project Developers

#### 3.1 Design Plan/Architecture

![Database: SQLite](query) - Web App: Flask, auth db review, templates - Sever: Heroku

#### 3.2 Technologies Used

##### 3.2.1 Flask

We chose to use Flask to develop our web app. Flask is an easy to use web development framework that uses python. It was perfect for this project because it was relatively easy to learn, used python, and could develop many different kinds of projects.

##### 3.2.2 Heroku

Our site is hosted on Heroku at https://nimbleknow.herokuapp.com/. Heroku allowed us to host our website publicly for free. It was easy to use in general, but setting up the site could be tedious in places. Overall, we found Heroku to be a great tool for hosting our site.

##### 3.2.3 SQLite

We used SQLite to create and manage our database. Our database held account information as well as the classrooms associated with the accounts, the questions associated with the class-
rooms, and the responses associated with the questions. SQLite was mildly difficult to learn and use, but we found it easier than many other options.

3.2.4 Chart.js

We used chart.js for the visualizations of our response data. Chart.js is an open-source tool used for creating HTML5 based JavaScript charts. While we weren’t able to implement live updates in our charts, we were able to refresh the page and our charts would update based on our new collected data. We found chart.js to be a very easy tool to use.

3.3 File Structure

![File Structure Image]

Figure 1: File Structure

The above photo shows the file structure of our project. The bulk of our application is in the flaskr folder. This contains __init__.py, auth.py, db.py, review.py, and schema.sql, which are the main files that run the webapp and create and update the database. Inside this folder is
a templates folder (right) that contains a base html template, plus auth templates and review templates. The test folder contains python files with unit tests. Most of our other files server other purposes, such as the procfile for hosting on Heroku and our requirements.txt.

### 3.4 Setting up the Development Environment

#### 3.4.1 Clone the repository

$ git clone git@github.com:wwu-csci-497/csci-497-project-classroomfeedbacksystem.git
$ cd csci-497-project-classroomfeedbacksystem

#### 3.4.2 Create and activate a virtual environment

$ python3 -m venv venv .
$ .venv/bin/activate
  Or on Windows cmd:
$ py -3 -m venv venv
$ venv

#### 3.4.3 Install Flaskr

$ pip install e
Or if you are using the master branch, install Flask from source before installing Flaskr:

  $ pip install -e ../..
$ pip install -e .

#### 3.4.4 Run

$ export FLASK_APP = flaskr
$ export FLASK_ENV = development
$ flask init -db
$ flask run

  Or on Windows cmd:
$ set FLASK_APP = flaskr
$setFLASK_NV = development$
$flaskinit - db$
$flaskrun$

**3.4.5 View**

Open http://127.0.0.1:5000 in a browser.

---

# Development Discussion

## Challenges

There were a few challenges we faced during development, including our unfamiliarity with the technologies we were using, our failure to incorporate Object Oriented Design, and database queries. Most of us haven’t used Flask before, so it was difficult understanding how the files were organized. We also had many moving pieces under development at once and putting them together was challenging. Further, our inexperience with Full Stack Development meant we unintentionally implement our web application without incorporating object oriented design. We used Flask form framework directly with the database instead of having base classes in our code. This led to additional challenges when querying the database. Initially it was challenging to understand how to use the database with Python. A few of us haven’t used SQL in a while or haven’t used it before, so writing the queries was difficult, as was displaying information from the database on the website.

## Limitations

One major limitation our application has is that it does not have complete usability features to be used widely. The other major limitation is that improving these features and scaling
application for widespread use would require it to become more complicated, or require an overhaul transition to object oriented design.

4.3 **AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT**

4.3.1 **Testing**

Quality testing could improve NimbleKnow. Performing user testing would give an idea of what features are important, and how easy the website is to use, and ideas for how to improve the site to make it more usable. Additionally, we only prepared unit testing during the first half of our development phase, so further implementation of unit tests would be ideal to ensure that the software is robust.

4.3.2 **Convert to Object Oriented Design**

Due to the current design of the application, it is complex, hard to change, and potentially prone to error. Converting the code base to object oriented design would solve all of these issues, and be worth the considerable amount of time it may take.

4.3.3 **Usability**

There are several additional features that if implemented, would contribute to the usability of the website. These include the functionality for teachers to edit and delete questions and classrooms. Additionally, it would be great to include password reset and forgot username functionality, as well as the ability to delete teacher accounts.

4.3.4 **Question Diversification**

More question features would make it possible for teachers to use the website for different type of class content. We would like to support additional question types, including true or false and fill-in-the-blank questions. Additionally, teachers may like to upload images as parts of questions or answers. Finally, more complex visualizations, such as word maps, would give teachers a better understanding of student learning for long response questions.

4.3.5 **Text to Speech**

Embedded text to speech services would increase the accessibility of the website, similar to our incorporation of translation services. This is something we began implementing but were unable to finish.
This product is licensed under the MIT License, as defined as such:
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